Model X-02™

“One Shot, One Second, One Dime”™

Explosive Blast Simulator with Gas Cylinders
Fully Enclosed

The Explotrain® Model X-02 produces very realistic and effective explosive battlefield effects to safely train your troops. The X-02’s explosive blasts provide a 120+dB punch of sound your students will feel as much as hear, providing the necessary realism required for your training needs. Despite the loudness of the Model X-02, it is safe to use near buildings, windows and personnel.

Safely replicating realistic explosive effects is a difficult aspect of today’s training environment.

The Model X-02 provides a rugged, fully enclosed and weatherproof method of simulating explosive battlefield effects. It is ideally suited for use in training scenarios where it will be subjected to rough handling and transport or exposed to extended periods of inclement weather.

At Explotrain®, all of our products are 100% made in America and they are made combat tough with our full product warranty. We know our freedoms depend on your success and we are available at anytime to provide any assistance we can, so you can keep your ranges operating smoothly.

Specifications
- 120-130 Decibel Blast
- 150+ Shots per O2 Cylinder
- 250+ Shots per Propane Cylinder
- Pennies per Shot™
- Fires up to 60 Shots/Min
- 24” H X 19” W X 34” L
- 125 lbs w/ Gas Cylinders

Compatible Initiation Systems
- X-MIT Long Range Handheld
- X-LRT Long Range Handheld
- X-CM Touchscreen
- Standard Keyfob 315 MHz Transmitters
- Trigger Control Unit
- RS232 or RS485 Interface
- Hardwired Triggers, i.e. PIR Motion Detector, Pressure Plate, Tripwire, etc.
**Explotrain**

**X-0™ Explosive Blast & Battlefield Effects Simulators**

Explotrain’s Original Mid-Size Simulators produce 120+dB blast effects at a cost of 10 Cents/Shot

---

**X-02™**

Best suited for scenarios where it will be subjected to rough handling, transport or extended periods of inclement weather.

---

**X-03™**

A lighter weight and more portable Simulator with externally mounted gas cylinders. Also includes built in smoke generating capability.

---

**X-04™**

Removable Sound Chamber can be deployed 50 feet away from the main enclosure for the ultimate in concealability.

---

**X-OHW™**

110+dB Blast. Easily transported and concealed. Can be mounted on the exterior of a building or vehicle.

---

**X-05™**

120+dB Blast. Separate Chamber with Deployable Legs can be partially buried or submerged. Includes Long Range Transmitter.

---

**X-OMG™**

130+ dB Blast. The much larger Sound Chamber can be oriented towards mounted troops for extreme directed effects.

---

**X-ROW™**

CO2 powered Rocket On Wire simulates flight of Rocket Propelled Grenade. Includes shoulder fired launcher.

---

**X-CAL™**

Simulates small arms automatic fire with interchangeable barrels for different effects. Extreme cold weather compatible.

---

### Communication Options

**X-MIT™, X-LRT™, X-COM™** Provide up to 1/2 mile range remote control for multiple Simulators.

- **Keyfob** Small handheld transmitter with 100 to 150 foot range.
- **RS 232/RS 485** Interface directly with your existing computer based control system.
- **Hardwire** Connect directly to triggers, sensors or existing interfaces.

### Accessories

- **X-IED & Trigger Control Unit** Incorporate with Simulated IED, trigger and X-0 Unit to completely replicate IED chain. X-IED requires X-MIT, X-LRT or X-COM Communication Option.
- **Triggers & Sensors** Pressure Pads, Trip Wires, Motion Detectors or custom made.
- **Smoke Attachments** Attach to X-0 Unit and use with Smoke Candles for additional effects.
- **Smoke Candles** Electrically ignited, produce 40,000 cu ft of smoke for 3 minutes.

>All Explotrain® products come with a full one year manufacturer’s warranty and the BEST customer service in the business.

www.explotrain.com         291 Lewis Street  Fort Walton Beach, FL 32547            (850) 862-5344